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The global climate change of our days means an urgent
and severe challenge for our society. The extreme
weather conditions and unexpected climatic events are
on the increase all over the world, rendering both rural
and urban areas. Many of the economic sectors are vulnerable in Hungary as well. This phenomenon cannot be
stopped, but the development and implementation of
climate adaptation strategies may significantly contribute to the mitigation of the local effects. The reduction of greenhouse gas emission is another serious task.
The National Adaptation Geo-information System
(NAGiS) is a multi-purpose GIS-based system that will
facilitate policy-making, strategy building, decisionmaking intended to serve climate change adaptation
and creating the basis for the necessary measures to be
taken in Hungary.
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DEAR USER,

This publication is intended to give assistance in the use
of the Internet interfaces created by the project. It gives
a description of
— the project web portal,
— the map portal, and
— the database portal.
It gives a detailed description of certain content-related
options and functionalities. At the same time it stays at
the level of displaying how to use it without getting
absorbed in the technical issues of NAGiS. The production of the NAGiS data layers (maps, databases) is the
shared achievement of the representatives of a number
of disciplines from several research institutes.
Answering all the related questions is exceeding the
limitations of this user guide. If you have further questions, please, ask for information at info@nagis.hu email address.
You are kindly requested to send your questions and
comments in relation with the use and operation of the
portal to info@nagis.hu. Thank you in advance.
We wish you successful browsing and work!
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INTRODUCTION
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Brief description of the technical background of NAGiS.
The system includes a number of independent units in the background, which — through
their close cooperation, are able to serve users on a number of levels (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Main modules of NAGiS

The general project portal containing up-to-date and base information is to be found on the
nagis.hu (or nater.mfgi.hu) website. The documentation, the metadata base and the registration/entry options are part of this site. It is served in the background in a Drupal 7 content
management system.
The green ’map.mfgi.hu/nater’ unit of Figure 1 refers to the map server of the system. It is
intended to manage several hundreds of map layers, which facilitate the report of NAGiS data
in the form of maps. This interface gives information on how to use the map layers, and on
metadata level it switches back to the nagis.hu interface. The map server also provides exporting options and standard map services (WMS). All this has been implemented based on ESRI
ArcGIS Server by series of unique developments.

Interface three (white ‘GeoDat’ unit in Figure 1) enables viewing NAGiS data in charts and
screening them according to different aspects. This is a unique application interface which was
developed in the framework of this project. The database in the background contains all the
data that maps are based on. Moreover, as maps do not show all NAGiS thematics, the numeric and/or alphanumeric data of the different subjects can only be found in GeoDat.

NAGIS PORTAL: NAGIS.HU (NATER.MFGI.HU)
Portal for providing general information.
Classical portal, which provides information on the project in general. Buttons pointing to the different pages are to be found in the upper menu bar (Figure 2). Following successful registration, you
can enter from here.
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Figure 2. The start page of the NAGiS portal (as of April 2016)

REGISTRATION: NAGIS.HU/REGISTRATION
Pursuant to Government Decree No. 94/2014. (III. 21.) on the detailed rules of operation of
NAGiS, NAGiS services subject to registration are available only to users determined in
Section 9 (2) and (3) exclusively. Entitled to registration are employees designated by heads
of secondary schools and higher education institutes, learners involved in education, stu-
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dents for education doing research, as well as members of the following organizations, and
natural or legal persons who received related assignment from the following organizations:
— the Office of the National Assembly of Hungary,
— the Constitutional Court,
— courts,
— prosecutor's offices,
— Office of the Commissioner for Fundamental Rights,
— The Central Bank of Hungary (MNB),
— State Audit Office of Hungary,
— central public administration organs and their national, regional, local organs,
— Hungarian Defense Forces,
— institutions of the Academy of Sciences of Hungary pursuing regional research,
— educational, scientific research organization units pursuing regional research of the higher
education institutes having public recognition in Hungary,
— National Interest Coordination Forum in Regional Development,
— the National Council of Environmental Protection,
— the National Council for Sustainable Development,
— the Hungarian Meteorological Service (OMSZ),
— the Research Institute for National Strategy (NSKI),
— the Central Statistical Office (KSH),
— the Lechner Lajos Knowledge Centre for Territorial, Development, Building Matters, Heritage
Protection and Information Technology Ltd.,
— county municipalities
and their offices,
— local municipalities
and their offices,
— national associations
of municipalities,
— coordination fora of
non-governmental
organizations on national, regional, county level,
— regional development councils and
their working organizations, as well as
— registered members
of central, regional
and local organizations of professional
disaster management.
Depending on the person intending to register
and the institutional
background, the process
of registration may be
different (Figure 3).
Figure 3. The process of registration
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The process of registration is finished by generating a pdf which, in accordance with the government
decree, shall be sent to the Geological and Geophysical Institute of Hungary (H–1443 Budapest, Pf.
106.). The user is provided detailed information at the end of the registration as well. Following the
evaluation of the request for registration, information is given on rejection or request for submitting
missing information by way of post. If the registration is approved, the user will informed by e-mail.

METADATA: NAGIS.HU/METADATA
Metadata = information on data in NAGiS.
Information on metadata is provided to enable the user to decide whether the specific data searched for
is available in the NAGiS system. In NAGiS, the following metadata are available on the layers:
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Figure 4. Metadata search facility and a list of hits

— Identification of subject group: name of main layer group.
— Map thematics: name of data/map layer.
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— Spatial extension: point, line, polygon, raster).
— WMS (Web Map Service) link.
— Abstract.
— Name of technical responsible person.
— Contacts of technical responsible person.
— Key words.
— Start of duration.
— End of duration.
— Name of institution responsible for dissemination.
— Scales: scales for content.
— Frequency of maintenance.
— Date of publication.
— CIVAS model category (exposure, sensitivity, potential impact, adaptive capacity, vulnerability).
— Availability of data: map and database / only database.
Search among data layers is promoted by a search engine (Figure 4), which enables screening the
layers for different aspects. The metadata and the search engine is available only in Hungarian.

NAGIS MAP PORTAL: MAP.MFGI.HU/NATER
Interface for map layers.
The map application of NAGiS is an interactive interface to run in a browser and to visually
display the data of the system in the form of maps. When launching the application, the
terms and conditions of use must be accepted and information necessary for use must be
agreed to (Figure 5).
The map portal is only available in Hungarian. The names of fields, buttons, messages
below are the English translations of Hungarian terms, only for your information.

Figure 5. The start window of map application
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Figure 6. Map portal of NAGiS

Start Screen
The navigation panel is to be found in the
upper left corner of the screen (Figure 7).
This is where the general reduction and
enlargement functions can be used. The
user may search for a settlement and may
add a thematic layer to the interface. By
pressing left mouse key, the application
moves (pan) the cut in the direction of
Figure 7. Map application navigation panel
movement of the mouse. The mouse
enables the change of scale (zoom).
The ‘house’ icon adjusts the cut displaying
the whole country. The ‘target’ icon underneath approaches the user’s position in case the user
permitted the use of this information in its own environment. The application allows enlargement of the map up to a scale of about 1:50 000, as the content resolution of thematic does
not justify any larger resolution.

addition of layerS
By pressing the button addition of layers you arrive to the panel where you can
choose from hundreds of NAGiS layers. Layers are classified into main groups and

toolS
Tools can be found in the upper
Figure 8. Map application tools
right corner of the application
where map functionalities may be
accessed.
Clicking on any of the ‘Tools’ buttons, a panel on the right side of the application pops up, and
its content works as described below:
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sub-groups according to themes. The application allows viewing one layer at a time. When a
new layer is added, the previous layer is automatically deleted. Prior to the addition of a layer,
an explanation of maps belonging to the given group of layers is displayed on the screen. This
gives background information for appropriate understanding of the given theme. During the
work process, the explanatory text is displayed only once but may be recalled later by pressing ‘metadata’ in the ‘Tools’ column.

Legend
This panel displays the legend pertaining to the switched on layers. Classical legend: the
sign and its explanation. It is important that it only shows information on the switched on
layer!
Layer manager
Enables the viewing of map layers. In default case, 4 public administration layers can
be acceded: settlements, districts, micro-regions, counties. A thematic layer can be
selected for each. The order of layers is discretional. In addition, the transparency of
the layers can be controlled.
Metadata
The link to the page containing the metadata on the given map layer and the explanation belonging to the group of layers are available on this panel.
Selection of base map
The application allows for selection from among four base maps: satellite images,
light grey background, open street map topography (default), ESRI topography.
Drafts
This tool enables you to place your own marks — point, line, polygon — and inscriptions on the actual site of the map. Sketches placed that way may be exported,
printed together with the map you see.
Spatial bookmarks
The application allows for saving the given cut. Saved cuts are remembered by the
browser for the next work process.
Exporting
An important service of NAGiS application is that the map can be cut and pasted from
the web map framework in a number of ways and formats. Ways: Map fitted into NAGiS
template, only map, legend. Formats: pdf, jpg, gif, png, svg, eps. Resolution and size can
also be adjusted. Outputs are saved as separate files.
Colophon
Base information, copyright information of the NAGiS system are available here.
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Clicking on the map, the value of the thematic data pertaining to a given point in the map can
be shown. The popping up information remains active as long as the information window is not
closed, when clicking to another point, data related to that point will be shown.
The caption pointing to the scale line and cursor is to be found in the lower left corner of the
map. The caption can be adjusted by clicking on it to show only the coordinates of clicking on
the map.

WMS (Web Map Service)
All map layers of NAGiS are also available in WMS. The relevant links to the services can be
found among the metadata.
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GEODAT
The NAGiS GeoDat is an application running in a browser, where NAGiS system data are shown
in table or graphic (time series) format. Data can even be maintained on the interface if the
user has the appropriate authorisation.
The interface is only available in Hungarian. The names of fields, buttons, messages below are
the English translations of Hungarian terms, only for your information.

START SCREEN
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The database portal of NAGiS.
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Tasks of the different fields:
A) Work space
B) Function launching bar
C) Navigation bar
D) Status bar
E) Menu item

Work Space
Screens of launched functions open up in the work space. This is where queries can be launched,
tables/charts screened, objects maintained, time series viewed or modified in the graphs.

function launching bar
The function launching bar includes the functions thematically arranged under a number of panels.
If you launch a function, it will be started either at the workspace (e.g. listing), or the function can
be run in a pop up window with more precisely defined parameters (e.g. exports).
At the bottom of the function launching bar, a collector can be found that facilitates the selection
of map objects or time series. This service enables you to use functions that work with a number
of elements at the same time.
The mouse can be used to optionally change the size of the function launching bar, and the icon in
the upper right corner can be used to hide it and increase thereby the available workspace.

navigation bar
The navigation bar helps you to get along with the currently running and previously run functions. Its operation is similar to the ‘forward-backward’ button of browsers.

StatuS bar
The status bar shows the GeoDat error messages and information related to its current state.

Menu iteM
In the opening up menu, some general pre-sets can be modified, and some special settings of
the software can be deleted.
14

DEFINITION OF TIME SERIES
A measurement series with a name and attribute. A time series is exactly related to a measurement point. An optional number of time series can be attributed to a measurement point. At a
measuring point, the time series are identified by their name, therefore, the same attributed (e.g.
water discharge) may occur within a number of time series at the same measurement point.

USING THE GRAPH
When the ‘Graph’ function is used at the first time, it is launched empty, without a visible time
series. To test the potentials, load in a time series in accordance with the description in the
chapter titled SELECTION OF TINE SERIES. The interface will look roughly like the figure below. Main
areas of the graph display screen:
A) Graph, graphic area.
B) Size of diagram list and change log. The diagram list can be seen as default.
C) Time series, detailed data table. Empty when default. It may be hidden by the  icon to
be found above the upper right corner of the table. Relative size of B) and C) areas may be
modified by the slider in between them.
In broad terms, the graphics function can be used as follows:
— Launch the ‘Graphics’ function.
— Chose the time series you wish to see if it was not done at the start.
— In the diagram list, set the way you want to see the different diagrams.
— By navigating in the graphs, review and analyze the time series.

NAGiS USER GUIDE
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connection betWeen the graphicS and diagraM liSt
There is continuous connection between the graphics and diagram list:
— The diagram list controls the appearance of the different time series in the graphics.
— The measure and scaling of time series selected in the diagram list appears in the graphics.
— When clicking on a time series in the graphics, it becomes selected in the diagram list.

navigation in the graphicS
First, select the time series in the diagram list (when you are analyzing a number of time
series, select one). The components that the time series is based on and its measure appears
next to the Y axis and the table (C) containing the time series data loaded in with the data
series of the selected time series.

Use of the mouse in the graphics
— When moving the mouse over the graphics, a dynamic marker (a point with the color
identical with that of the diagram) is running across the diagram, and in the upper right corner, the time series values selected at that point of time can be read.
— If there is no selected time series in the list of diagrams, the graphics still tries to place
dynamic markers.
— By clicking on the left button of the mouse
— if it is a click close to a time series, it becomes selected in the diagram list.
— if it is a click exactly on the dynamic marker, the data table moves to and selects the
marker value.
— By double-left click of the mouse, the graph is seen in full screen, eliminating the enlarging — sliding settings available until then.
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— While keeping left mouse button pressed and moving the mouse horizontally, the graph
can be slided on the X axis
— in default case, the graph can only be slided along the X axis, the Y axis will be automatically scaled.
— The wheel of the mouse can be used to do enlargement/reduction along X axis
— the mouse must focus on the graph to make the function operational. Use left button
to click on an empty area of the graph if it is not responding to the wheel.
— While keeping right mouse button pressed and moving the mouse, you may enlarge an
area by using the grey band
— when moving the mouse horizontally, you carry out enlargement along X axis as if you
used the wheel.
— when moving the mouse vertically, you do enlargement along Y axis. In that case,
automatic Y scaling is stopped until display is restored to full screen (e.g. double click).
— In the ‘Settings’ menu of graphics, the right click can be re-configurated to the middle click.
— To select a section for editing on an actual time series, the CTRL key on the keyboard and
at the same time the left click of the mouse must be pressed. The background of the section selected for editing is green; its borders are in a darker frame.
— if you capture the dark frame during selection, the borders of the actual selection can
be modified.
— the borders of the selection can only be in line with an existing point of time of the
actually selected time series
— for details of editing, see MODIFICATION OF TIME SERIES chapter.
— Selection can be stopped by pressing the CTRL key on the keyboard, while left mouse
clicking on a non-selected area.
If you ‘get lost’ in the graphics, by double clicking you can return to full screen any time.

TOOLS OF GRAPHICS
By moving the mouse over different buttons of the tools, the function of the button appears in the
tooltip.
1.  ‘Screen refresh’
Re-draws the graphic interface (technical function).
2.  ‘Full screen’ (navigation)
Sets zooming in to ‘base value’, that is, all time series are visible on the X and Y axes, and
Y axis is re-set to automatic scaling.
3.  ‘Visible time’ series (navigation)
On the X and Y axes all the time series will become visible, which were set to be visible in
the time series list, and Y axis is set to automatic scaling.
4.  ‘Zooming in for selection/enlargement’ (navigation)
Zooms in for area selected for editing, axis Y is set to automatic scaling.
5.  ‘Select all’ (selection)
6.  ‘Select windows’ (selection)
7.
8.
9.

 ‘Delete selection’ (selection)
‘Jump to selection start’ (navigation)
 ‘Jump to selection end’ (navigation)

10.  ‘Shift’ (data modification)

11.  ‘Sheering’ (data modification)
12.  ‘Printing’
13.  ‘Save as picture’. Size of picture can be set in the menu opening up by the button.

graph Size, MiniMaliSation
Graph size can be controlled by the following methods

— The function bar on the side can be re-sized or hidden.
— By using the scaling bar between the graph and the diagram list, space can be increased
for the graph.
— Graph can be separated into a separate window (useful in case of more than one screen)
by using the  ‘Separate window’ button of the graphics tools.
— Browser can be set to full screen operation (typically by pressing F11).

Resetting minimised graph into main screen
— Press  ‘Joint window’ button in the right upper corner of the graph.
— If graph window was accidentally closed, start ‘Graph’ function in the main window again
by using the function bar. The graph will again open in a separate window.
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14.  ‘Settings’
15.  ‘Separate window’ /  ‘Joint window’
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uSing the diagraM liSt
Diagram list columns
1. ‘Index’, you can use this Id as a reference to the time series in the time series modification
function. These are columns whose values can be modified, which will influence the appearance of the diagram.
2. ‘Label’ — inscription in the symbol can be modified by double click.
3.  ‘Visibility’ — display of time series can be switched on and off in the graph.
4.  ‘Color’.
5.  ‘Line width’.
6.  ‘Line style’.
7. 
8. 

‘Vertical shift’ — according to own coordinate system of time series.
‘Vertical scaling’ — according to own coordinate system of time series.

9.  ‘Continuity limit value’ — how many days data lack should be equal to interruption in the diagram.
Further information columns. Those behind status are hidden as default, can be displayed by
the  icon in the right upper corner of the table.
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10. ‘Status’
Status column cells show characteristics of the given time series by icons. By moving the mouse
to above the cell in a tooltip, you can read the meaning of the icon in text form. Typical information:
— If the time series can be modified.
— If it is confirmed or under edition.
— Which version you can see: former, confirmed, or manual measurements.
— Which group operation is active.
— If it is ahead of endorsement.
Meaning of blank status cell: the time series is confirmed, can be modified, endorsement is not
needed and there is no active group operation.
11. ‘Name’ — drilling object + time series.
12. ‘Measured attribute’.
13. ‘Measurement’.
14. ‘Data’ [number of items] — number of measurement points of time to be found in the time series.
15. ‘Time series start’ — the absolute first day of measurement.
16. ‘Time series end’ — day of last measurement.

Diagram list management
The diagram list can be manipulated by the control buttons on the right.
1.  ‘Create’ — you create a new diagram on the basis of the time series. This can be:
a) an optional time series selected by screening from the popping up ones.
b) a component of the collector/local storage.
c) a time series already included among the diagrams.
2.  ‘Delete’ — removes selected diagrams from the list.
3.  ‘Manual measurement’ — displays manually measured version of selected diagrams.
4.  ‘Confirmed version’ — displays confirmed version of selected diagrams.
5.  ‘Former version’ — displays former version of selected diagram.

When selecting ‘Cancel’, the current version can be seen again.
6.

Σ

‘Group operations’ — selected operation is applied to selected diagrams.
Selecting ‘Cancel’ switches off the already active group operation.
For detailed information on use, see chapter SELECTION OF TIME SERIES FOR DISPLAY.

To avoid the need to re-compile the diagram list by the addition of time series again and again
from scratch, the list can be saved.
All settings of the list are automatically saved in the local storage, therefore, every time when
the ‘Graphics’ function is directly launched, it will ‘remember’ the previous diagram list and
their settings — even after closing the browser (Local Storage).
Diagram lists can also be saved
by name to the server, and can
be made accessible to other
users as well. By saving often
used diagram sets, you can
quickly change from one display
to another.
The diagram list savings can be managed by the tools above the list.
From the drop-down list, you can select from among the saved diagram settings. The  icon
indicates that it is public, a setting visible to all. By typing in the textual field, you can screen
the settings.
The diagram set selected from the drop-down list is loaded in at selection.
Diagram list settings can be saved by clicking on the  ‘Save’ icon. Only one setting can be saved
by the same name, or you receive an error message. If the component was selected from the dropdown list, it can be modified but it can also be saved by a different name.
By clicking the  ‘Delete’ icon, the setting selected from the drop-down list can be deleted, if
it was your own setting, not saved and published by someone else.
By using the icon  ‘Publish’ (if your authorization allows you to do so) you can make the
currently selected diagram setting public, that is visible to all, or you can switch it off if it is
already active. Settings can be directly made public at the moment of saving it by clicking
‘Publish’.
With the button  called ‘Loading from collector’, the current diagram list is loaded in, and
it is filled up with a time series selected from the collector.
The buttons  ‘Back’ and  ‘Again’ have a role in the modification of the data content of
time series. For further information see the chapter MODIFICATION OF TIME SERIES.

SELECTION OF TIME SERIES FOR DISPLAY
TIME SERIES DISPLAY FROM THE LIST
1. Start the ‘Time series’ function on the ‘Time series’ panel of left-hand function bar.
2. Screen the list if the number of components is too high.
3. Select time series for display by clicking on the tick at the start of the line. The method for
selecting numerous components in Windows OS can also be used: keeping Shift + Control keys
pressed during clicking.
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Saving, loading in diagram list
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4. Click on button  Graph

under the list.

TIME SERIES DISPLAY FROM COLLECTOR
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1. Open time series collector by clicking on  or  icon. in the lower left corner of the time
series panel. The icon turns black when the collector contains time series.
a) If the collector contains time series, which you do not wish to display, remove them by
button  or delete the entire collector by  button.
b) If you omit this step, it will automatically get opened when you enter the first time series
into the collector.
2. Start the ‘Time series’ function on the ‘Time series’ panel of left-hand function bar.
3. Screen the list if the number of components is too high.
4. Select time series for display by clicking on the tick at the start of the line.
The method for selecting numerous components in Windows OS can also be used: keeping
Shift + Control keys pressed during clicking.
5. Click on the button  Select under the list.
6. Repeat the above starting from point 3 until all-time series you intend to display have been
collected.
7. Start the ‘Graphics’ function on the ‘Time series’ panel of left-hand function bar.
In case you have already used this function, it will start by the most recently viewed time
series. It should not be disturbing; the next function will throw out these series.
8. In the diagram list tools under the graphics, click on  icon, which is the ‘Loading from the
collector’ function.

TIME SERIES DISPLAY FROM GRAPHS
1. Start the ‘Graphics’ function on the ‘Time series’ panel of left-hand function bar.
In case you have already used this function, it will start by the most recently viewed time series.
Use the  button to remove unnecessary time series from the time series list under the graph.
2. Next to diagram list under the graphs, press  button. A local menu drops down.
a) If time series is not displayed in the graph, select the time series menu item. Make a
selection from the drop-down window in accordance with point TIME SERIES DISPLAY FROM LIST.
b) If the collector contains time series, you may select from among them under the
‘Collector’ menu item.
c) If the time series is already included in the graph, it may be added again by selecting the
further points of the menu.

CALCULATED, RELATED TIME SERIES
Concept of calculated time series
Calculated time series may be requested from any time series stored in the system. GeoDat is
currently able to display the results of the following group operations:
— For day, week, month, year periods:
— Minimum, maximum
— Numerosity, summa
— Average, variance
— Weighted average, weighted variance
— For moving intervals:

— Average, variance
— Weighted average, weighted variance
For moving intervals, interval size may be freely given in days.
1. Start the graph in one of the ways described above.
2. If the time series that is the basis of calculation is not included, then add it in accordance
with the description in TIME SERIES DISPLAY FROM GRAPH.
3. From the menu dropping down when pressing  button next to time series graphics list,
select again the given time series.
The time series will be added to the graph in a new color, and will probably fully cover the
original version seen until then.
4. In the ‘Time series’ graphics list, select the time series that has just been added.
5. Click on Σ ‘Group operations’ button next to the list.
6. From the dropdown menu, select the group operation and the interval.
a) In case of moving group operation, identify the interval in a popup window.
b) The group operation may be modified for another one later at any time.
c) The active group operation may be switched off by selecting the ‘Cancel’ menu item from
the group operations menu.
7. The drawing and status column of the selected time series will change in accordance with
the selected group operations.
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Calculated time series display

Time series versions
Selected time series can be exported in Excel OpenXML (.xlsx) format — except for interpolated ones, which are CSV.
— Earlier version: an archived version of the time series confirmed some time ago.
— Confirmed version: current confirmed status of the time series, if it is under edition.
— Manual measurement: series of manual measurements pertaining to the time series.
Manual measurements cannot be modified on the graphic interface. Special function is
available for their maintenance.

Time series versions display
1. Start the graph in one of the ways described above.
2. If the time series that is the basis of calculation is not included, then add it in accordance
with the description in TIME SERIES DISPLAY FROM GRAPH.
3. From the menu dropping down when pressing  button next to time series graphics list,
select again the given time series.
The time series will be added to the graph in a new color, and will probably fully cover the
original version seen until then.
4. In the ‘Time series graphics’ list, select the time series that has just been added.
5. Click on the appropriate version selection button next to the list.
a) In case of a former version, selected from the drop down list under button  .
b) In case of confirmed version, select button  .
c) In case of manual measurement, select button  .
The drawing and status column of the selected time series will change in accordance with the
selected version.
If necessary, select group operations as well in the manner described above.

Further useful information
— In one time series, only one group operation can be active at the same time.
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— The group operation can be changed any time and can be switched off.
— Group operation can be combined with time series versions.
— Version display can be changed or switched off by re-pressing version selection buttons.
— One time series may be displayed in the graph in a number of copies and with optional
group operations and versions.
— Calculated time series are available only for reading, data modification thereof cannot be
performed.
— Calculated time series can be used as data sources for modifying other time series with the
help of function run.

TIME SERIES EXPORT
Selected time series can be exported in Excel OpenXML (.xlsx) format
— except for the interpolated export, which is CSV.
Export functions can typically be
launched from the function bar,
from under the ‘Export‘ menu item.
XLSX format time series exported here can also be used in import operations.

raW data export
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In case of raw data export, data of time series stored in database will be exported.
Select time series intended for export. If time series are available in the collector, they are
offered first by the interface, but after starting the function, the time series list can be modified by the usually popping up window. By clicking on the textual part of time series selector,
the currently selected list can be modified in a simple way.
When using the tick ‘Confirmed version’, the confirmed version from all-time series will be
exported even if they are currently being edited.
When using the tick ‘Linking to a file’, each time series will be one worksheet in the export file
or otherwise one file will be saved for each time series.
Time data of exported time series are precise to the second, their display is of minute’s precision.

group operation exportS
It works similarly to raw data export. On each selected time series, it performs the given group
operation, and the calculated time series will be exported.
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When using the tick ‘Confirmed version’, group operation is always based on the approved
time series version.

interpolated export
In case of interpolated export from a given interval of selected time series, a calculated, interpolated time series will be exported with fix rating (window). Differences compared to other
export functions:
— Only CSV format export is possible
— Individual time series cannot be linked into one file.
Internal format of CSV (decimal point, field separator) can be modified. Please, consider the
regional settings of your operational system to enable you to reload the data e.g. into the
Excel.

tiMe Slice export
In case of time slice export, each line of the export file will be one time series (containing
the key core data of the time series and another three columns:
— Time of measurement closest to the moment of time given at export.
— Value pertaining to the above measurement.
— Measure of the measured attribute.
The length of the table identified in export is a tolerance limit; it is within that number of days
that it is searching for a measurement closest to the given point of time.
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export froM a graph
Data of time series being the basis of the graph can also be exported by clicking the  Export
button under the Graph. In that case, all the time series of the diagram list together with the
recent adjusted version and group operation settings will be saved in a separate file — even if
they currently cannot be seen in the graph.
Previous versions of time series and manual measurements can be exported in the way
described above.

MODIFICATION OF TIME SERIES
conditionS to data Modification
1. The user should have write permission to the time series (authorization object ‘time series of
measurement point’).
2. User should have write permission to UD Attribute determining the time series.
3. The application should not be writing protected: lock in the right upper corner should be open.
4. When modifying the graph, the time series which you intend to modify should always be
selected in the diagram list.
5. If the selected time series is in the status ‘Cannot be modified’ (calculated, archived, etc.),
then you cannot modify it.
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In the above figure time series 1 is selected for modification (blue line). Time series 2 is calculated (Moving average); therefore, it cannot be modified. It is also indicated by the lock in the
Status column.

Modification of tiMe SerieS in the graph
General course of data modification
1. Start the graph with the time series intended to be modified.
2. Release the read-only lock.
3. Select the time series intended to be modified in the diagram list.
4. Make sure that it can really be modified.

5. Perform the necessary data modification by the method described below.
6. In case of erroneous modification steps, use the  ‘Back’ and  ‘Again’ buttons.
7. If time series has been modified, its status changes to ‘Under modification’ and is given the  sign.
When saved, the change log is deleted; the operation  ‘Back’ can only be used in between
savings. To withdraw saved time series, see the chapter on CONFIRMATION, WITHDRAWAL OF TIME SERIES.
9. If you do not intend to save the modifications of the time series, throw the time series from the
diagram list and close the graph.
10. When completing the modification, restore the read-only status of the application and close the
lock.

Amendment in data table
1. Navigate to the desired point of time in the diagram or data table.
In the data table, the usual navigation keys can be used: up, down, PageUp, PageDown. Home
and End are also turning the pages but make larger leaps.
2. By double clicking on the value intended to be modified, you make it editable.
Using Enter in the keyboard also makes it editable if the focus is on the Value cell.
3. Re-write the value as needed, and enter it by pressing Enter.
a) Use always a dot for decimal separator.
b) The value filled can be emptied, in that case the point of time will stay.
c) In case of syntactically erroneous value, the original will stay.
d) During editing by pressing the key Esc, you restore the original value.
4. Repeat the above as long as necessary.
5. When you change your mind, with the help of  button you may restore the previous state.
To an existing point of time, you are able to give empty (null) value with the help of the
modification functions of the data table exclusively.
Points of time having null values can be deleted by the function ‘Delete empty data’, see in
chapter REMOVING POINTS OF TIME WITH NO VALUE.

Amendment graphically
Concerning details of selection see chapter USING THE MOUSE IN THE GRAPH.
1. Navigate to the desired time interval in the diagram.
2. Use CTRL and left mouse click to select the area to be modified.
a) The selected area is indicated in identical, green color in the data table.
b) Selection related buttons of the graph toolbar can also be used.
c) Borders of the selection can be modified by keeping the CTRL key pressed as in the data
table.
3. In the toolbar of graph, select ‘Shift’ or ‘Sheer’ operation mode. The icon of the selected
operation mode turns red.
4. By keeping left button pressed, move mouse vertically above the selected area in the graph
— in case of sheering close to the two borders. The shape will change in accordance with the
operation.
a) The exact value of the operation can be seen in the right upper corner of the graph.
b) When clicking not above the selected area, the ordinary navigation function start operation.
c) Stop pressing the mouse on the appropriate area.
d) Exact size of modification can be viewed in the change log.
5. Repeat the above as long as necessary.
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8. If modification is successful in terms of content, then save the changes by the  Save button.
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6. If you change your mind, with the  button you may restore the previous state.

Modification by using function
1. Navigate to the desired time interval in the diagram.
2. Use CTRL and left mouse click to select the area to be modified.
3. By clicking on f(x) , open the function editor.
4. Copy/type in the function intended to run.
a) by clicking i , the function help opens up in a new window, there you find information
about function calls available.
b) by clicking  , the default identity function appears again in the editor.
5. Run the function by using the  ‘Execute’ button.
6. Repeat the above as long as necessary.
7. If you change your mind, with  button you may restore the previous state.
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8. By clicking on f(x) , the function editor can be closed.
Further information on functions:
— When a function returns with a type of value different than null,undefined, or
Number the time series is modified at the given point.
— When the function gives exception at any time, the time series is not modified at any
point. The text of exception appears as error in the status bar.
— If none of the values is modified, the message ‘None of the lines has been changed!’ will
be displayed in the status bar.
For further details see chapter USE OF FUNCTIONS.

Change log
Modification stored in browser memory can be viewed in the ‘Change log’ under the diagram
list. All operations discussed above are recorded in the change log.

In the above figure, along the selected section, a number of section operations have been performed including manual data modifications on two occasions.

ent operations, making the selection migrating higher and higher. By the  ‘Again’ button,
you can render the withdrawn changes valid again.
The ‘All Back’ and ‘All Again’ items in the dropdown menu next to the  ‘Back’ and 
‘Again’ buttons undo or revalidate the entire change log.
When  Save is pressed, the entire change log is deleted.

Removal of points of time with no value
The function ‘Delete empty data’ can be launched from the function bar, which function
removes point of time with no measurement value from the selected time series.
When launched, identify time series in the popup window that you intend to run. For selecting the time series, use the collector or it may be started direct from the popup window. When
selecting time series, it is recommended to use the filter ‘Contains empty values’.
Similarly to the other time series modifying functions, this function renders the time series
‘Under edition’, but only in case modification was done, that is, at least one point of time was
deleted from the series.
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Indication of the last line in color means that stored modifications are implemented on the time
series up to this point. By pressing  ‘Back’ again and again, you can withdraw the differ-

CONFIRMATION, WITHDRAWAL OF TIME SERIES
Under edition, temporary status
When a time series is modified, it is transferred to status ‘under edition‘. For data protection,
it is advisable to confirm the time series at the end of each easily delineated edition work
process (which may be an optional length of time, days, weeks etc.), or to withdraw it, if it
loaded time series with errors. It is advisable to consider the status ‘under edition‘ as a temporary status and make sure to finalize modifications.

Identification of time series under edition
In time series list it is easy to filter time series under edition by using the filter ‘Under edition‘.

Confirmation or withdrawal
Time series can be confirmed or withdrawn in the graphic display. In case of confirmation, you
adopt the current version under edition as ‘permanent’, correct time series. In case of withdrawal, the version confirmed the last time will continue to be the confirmed version and the
version under edition will be deleted.
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The process of confirmation is as follows:
1. Load the time series ahead of confirmation, under edition into the graph.
a) All previously used methods can be used.
b) If necessary, use the filter ’Under edition’.
2. Make sure that the content of the time series can be confirmed indeed.
If necessary, load in the time series currently approved for comparison, see chapter DISPLAY OF
TIME SERIES VERSIONS.
3. Remove read-only (lock) from the application.
4. Select in the diagram list the series intended to be confirmed.
More than one line can be selected by the use of CTRL or Shift as usual in Windows OS.
5. Click on  Confirm under the list.
6. Confirm your decision in the popup window or stop the process.
7. Confirmation may last for a number of seconds; watch the process indicator in the status bar.
8. Restore read-only in the application.
The process of withdrawal is almost fully identical, but use the  Reject button.

TIME SERIES IMPORT
File formats
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Excel OpenXML (.xlsx)
Excel 97-2003 (.xls)
DATAQUA DXT 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 (.dxt)
File format is identified on the basis of the content; extension at the end of the file name plays
no role from that aspect.

Excel file content
In Excel each worksheet is a potential time series.
The worksheet may optionally contain a header, which makes the target time series automatically identifiable when import is launched. Data imported from GeoDat in Excel format contain
the header which can be interpreted by import. Worksheets with no header and containing raw
time series can also be loaded in.

DXT file content
In case of DXT file, the format in itself determines time series.
When import is started, it only offers channels for loading into GeoDat, which have numeric
ID.

In case of identical points of time, error is registered.
— Write and omit
In case of identical points of time, source data are omitted; only new point of time are
entered.
— Write and overwrite
In case of identical points of time, values stored in the database are overwritten.
— Interval overwrite
Total interval defined by the source is cut from the target time series, and will be
replaced by source data.

Import point of time adjustment
Time exceeding the interval defined in the setting ‘Truncating source point of time’ is cut off
from the source point of time. Therefore, no rounding is carried out.
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Imports operation modes
— Write and error

Imports process
1. Start import function in the function bar.
2. Remove read-only (lock) from the application.
3. List of files empty for the time being to be imported is displayed. By pressing  button add
files to be imported, even more than one at a time if needed.
a) In case of a file of non-appropriate format, immediately error message is displayed in the
‘Comment’ column.
b) Import files can also be identified in a number of steps.
c) If the import file is incorrectly identified, it may be removed from the list by  button.
In attachment to each worksheet or channel (DXT) of files selected for import a line is shown
in the list. The ‘Worksheet/Channel’ column helps to identify data sources. For worksheet, the
name of the worksheet for channel ’Measurement site/Channel or Instrument/Channel’ is displayed.
4. In the ‘Time series’ column set the target time series, where you intend to load in data.
a) Data can be loaded in only to existing time series.
b) If you do not want to load in a worksheet or channel, use  button to remove the related line from the list.
c) If the target time series can be identified by the header, the field is automatically filled
in, but it can be changed.
5. Identify above the list how you intend to load in data.
This setting will be valid to all data sources in the table.
6. Start import by pressing the  Import button under the list, and wait until process indication is finished in the status bar.
7. The ‘Comment’ column contains the result of the import for each time series.

Import process result
When import run is over, the ‘Comment’ column contains the result of the import for the given
time series.
A) In case of successful import, number of records loaded in is displayed: 123 rows imported.
B) In case of unsuccessful import, reasons of error are displayed, and if it is linked to a given
line, it has a serial number. If the number of errors amounts to the maximum (in default
case, 20) import for the given time series is finished. If one error takes place, content of the
database is not modified for the given time series.
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GeoDat manages each time series independently, so it may happen that one worksheet is successfully loaded in from the same file while the other one remains unchanged due to an error.
When errors are corrected in the import file, the file should again be entered into the list by 
button and repeat import of the previously problematic worksheets and channels. After viewing the lines of the run imports they can be removed from the list by  button.

Content inspection, confirmation of import
After successful import, time series in import will receive the ‘Under edition’ status just as if
their contents had been modified in the graphics interface. Load in imported time series to
graphs as described in the chapter CONFIRMATION, WITHDRAWAL OF TIME SERIES.
If necessary, display the previously confirmed version in order to compare it with the newly
imported one. See: TIME SERIES VERSIONS DISPLAY.
Modify the time series under edition in the interface, if necessary.
At the end of the work process, confirm the entered changes or withdraw them.
Of course it is not mandatory at this point, but in the long-term make sure to reach ‘Confirmed’
status.

USING FUNCTIONS
The chapter called MODIFICATION BY
use of the function editing panel.
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USING FUNCTIONS

gives a broad discussion of functions and the

Fundamentally it is about the following: you need to implement a function written in JavaScript
language, which received a date (x) as an input parameter and the related value (y), and must
return with a modified y value as output parameter, by the instruction return used for this purpose in JavaScript. The name of the function must be main.
The function editing panel can be opened by the f(x) button. In default case, it contains an
identity function which can be restored any time by pressing  button — that is, you can
delete the function you typed in.
In order to enable a function to modify a time series section, the following conditions must be
fulfilled:
— The time series to be modified must be selected in the diagram list.
— The time series must be editable.
— The time interval intended to be modified must be displayed on the graphic display (CTRL
+ mouse).
— Read-only (lock) protection of the interface must be switched off.
If the above conditions are fulfilled, your function can be run by clicking on  button.

The editing panel
The editing panel is a complete text editor, which is capable of all the usual text editing tasks,
and is capable of highlighting syntaxes in accordance with JavaScript language. By using
CTRL+SPACE keys combination, linguistic keywords partly typed in can be supplemented,
options are offered in the dropdown list (e.g. typing in ‘Math.’, then CTRL+SPACE).
Size of the panel can be controlled by the slides on the left and beneath.

When committing syntactic mistake, mouse can be moved to above the red markers on the
left of the editing panel to get detailed information about the nature of mistake.

Combining the value of a number of time series
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In-built mathematical functions and constant values

For the y parameter of the main function, you will receive only the momentary value of the
actually selected time series. The value of the other time series in the diagram list can also be
used in the calculations. For this purpose you need the index of the given time series, which
can be found in the first column of the diagram list (DIAGRAM LIST COLUMNS). As the next step, by
function getY(index) you may arrive at the actual value of the time series in line with the
index pertaining to moment x.If no value is identified precisely for point of time x,you
receive an interpolated value.

Further information about functions
— By using the instruction return, the function must render the new y value.
— When a function returns with a type of value different than null, undefined, or
Number,the time series is not modified at the given point.
— The input y==null values must be managed by the user.
— When the function gives exception at any time, the time series is not modified at any
point. The text of exception appeals as error in the status bar.
— If none of the values is modified, the message ‘None of the lines has been changed!’ will
be displayed in the status bar.
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